Award Winning Content Creation

Stay on trend with Purecontent

Our key services

Est. 2007, Purecontent has been generating, translating and transcreating high-quality original content
for a decade. Our written, digital and visual content production, when combined with our innovative
marketing services, promotes blue-chip companies and SMEs to the apex of their industries. We
are dedicated to strengthening your internet and social media presence with imagination. The
quick-fire delivery of services alongside Purecontent’s enthusiastic team of project managers
guarantees your small or large-scale projects will be managed efficiently and effectively. Stay on
trend with Purecontent — the contemporary content creation agency.
+

Detailed product and category descriptions to boost onsite conversion rates

+

Data driven, SEO optimised copy to improve your search engine ranking

+

Authoritative, engaging content to trigger website traffic growth

+

Streamlined social media strategies to activate brand awareness

+

Comprehensive quality control ensures consistency

+

Content in 120 languages to break into markets worldwide

PURE ECOM

P U R E F E AT U R E

Transform casual visitors into paying
customers with Pure Ecom. Specialised
content for online retail and e-commerce, our
engaging CMS-driven sales copy includes
quality product and meta descriptions for
platforms such as Shopify or WordPress.

Tailor unique content with Pure Feature, digital
content customised to your desires to generate
customers. SEO optimised, intelligently written,
engaging, informative, Pure Feature is the
nucleus of any commercial website.

PURE EDITORIAL

PURE NEWS

Refine your visitors’ experience with
Pure Editorial. The exceptional quality of our
editorial grade distinguishes Purecontent from
the competition. Our livewire writers produce
high-grade, illuminating and stimulating reading
to captivate your audience and encourage social
media sharing.

Keep your finger on the pulse with the
publication of daily news items relevant to your
industry. Purecontent news stories keep your
audience informed while attracting new readers.
Crucial for social media sharing and search
engine optimisation, our news content boosts
site authority and visibility

PURE BLOG

PURE GLOBAL

Build consumer trust and raise your profile with
regular blog posts. We supply niche interest,
technical and humorous blogs to enrich

Globalise your business with localised content
in over 120 languages. Pure Global translation
and transcreation services expand your scope

your site. Consistent authorial voice boosts
identification among target demographics,
sustaining brand values while driving traffic and
aiding SEO.

with cosmopolitan content understandable in
every pocket of the planet. Our translators retain
the meaning and nuances of the original text for
accuracy and impact.

Pure Feature
Our digital content forms the SEO backbone of our clients’ websites. Always superbly written and
comprehensively researched, the copy we produce stimulates sales as well as conversation.
Our experienced team of writers generate absorbing content across a multitude of subjects to engage,
inform and entertain your audience. Fully SEO optimised, our digital content is essential to raise the
visibility and authority of your site, maximising the reach and influence of your business among your
industry’s digital neighbourhood.
Purecontent’s specialist content creators produce accurate, insightful and highly relevant articles to
amplify the impact of your site, enhancing user engagement and brand accessibility. In-depth and
industry-specific articles exploring diverse and complicated subjects, such as finance, health and
technology, are all made-to-order according to your specifications.
Our clients in the travel industry recommend our copy for detailed descriptions of holiday locations,
cruises, hotels and getaway cottages. We frequently work with companies in the travel sector,
overseeing successful campaigns resulting in an increase in bookings and a remarkable ROI.

+
+
+
+
+

Ideal solution for articles of defined length on any subject
Digital content is produced rapidly — always made to brief, never jeopardising quality
Language, tone, style and structure of articles is bespoke to your requirements
Large volumes are never a problem
Ideal for travel guides, destination pages and consumer finance

The articles that were written by Purecontent were faultless. We had a high
demand for a cost effective solution with a fast turnaround on a large batch
of content. Not only did we get the best quote but the work was also turned
around very quickly. The service is great and the results have made this a longterm relationship.

PURE
F E AT U R E

Accurate well-written
content

Tone and style tailored to
client requirements

Attractive content
packages

Large volumes
speedily delivered

World-class content
creation services

Feature from only

£10

Pure Editorial
Our editorial grade articles are the zenith of the Purecontent product line. Composed by our most
experienced authors, these articles are scintillating and absorbing, whilst remaining readable and
informative. We provide in-depth coverage of niche topics, opinion pieces, boutique blog posts, and
considered discussion of weighty subjects custom-made to appeal to your target audience. For
eBooks, white papers or web pages intended to encourage conversion, Pure – Editorial is ideal.
At Purecontent, we are conscious of the power of the right rhetoric and precise vocabulary to incite
consumers to purchase. Our writers are adept at capturing the feeling you are grasping for and
articulating it immaculately — like lightning in a bottle.
Our specialist content creators conduct extensive research to deliver authoritative material to meet
your requirements. Working quickly and efficiently, we delve into the specifics of a project and present
a polished professional product. Our rigorous quality control regimen ensures submissions are
always grammatically correct, faithfully formatted and properly referenced — flawless, in other words.
Editorial grade is the way to deliver your desired brand message to your target audience, to vitalise
your aesthetic with captivating ideas and to provoke a response that encourages engagement,
making content sharing via social media more likely. Publish an editorial piece by Purecontent on
your site and witness the repercussions ripple through cyberspace.
+
+
+
+
+

Insightful, thought-provoking content
Provides in-depth coverage of niche topics, opinionated blog posts and more
Attract readers and encourage them to engage and share
Specialist writers assigned to projects
Ideal for eBooks, white papers and sales-oriented webpages

Purecontent provided fantastic fresh new material for us on one of our more
serious subjects. They worked quickly and efficiently and showed thorough
understanding of the nature of our business, whilst interpreting our copy to
become far more consumer-friendly and digestible. We will certainly be asking
them to look at our website and web content on future projects.

PURE
EDITORIAL

Insightful, thoughtprovoking content

In-depth coverage of
niche topics and Industries

Opinionated
content that
engages

Specialist writers
assigned to projects

Attract readers and
encourage engagement
and social sharing

Editorial from only

£48

Pure Ecom
A primary function of our Pure Ecom format is product description. Purecontent produces thousands of
product and meta descriptions for a broad range of online retail businesses, from beauty and cosmetic
items, to consumables and fashion, to the latest technology merchandise. E-commerce companies will
realise the value of product descriptions as a vital resource, converting casual website browsers into
committed consumers.
Product descriptions accompanied by images are fundamental for e-commerce sites, functioning as
the digital shop window of an online business. Therefore, it is essential that the text is accurate and
conveys a true representation of the goods for sale. Our Pure Ecom services are specialised to industry
and flawless in design.
To maximise SEO, our product descriptions can be as keyword-rich as you wish. Additional SEO
requirements can be accommodated by our writers. Our product descriptions synthesise clinical detail
and concise definition, with a spectrum of authorial voices to suit the appropriate context. Our campaigns
see an increase in consumer engagement and an excellent ROI.

+
+
+
+
+
+

Ideal solution for product and meta descriptions
Content is produced quickly without jeopardising quality
Language, tone, style and structure of articles is bespoke to your specification
Large volumes do not present a problem
We offer a range of content packages to suit all budgets
Reach new markets with Pure Ecom in over 120 languages

Purecontent are experts at finding the right writers and asking the right questions
at the start of any project. They produced us a large volume of branded e-commerce
descriptions. The content was delivered quickly, to brief and on page conversion
rates increased significantly.

PURE
ECOM

Maximise SEO with
tailored product
descriptions

Convert website
visitors to devoted
consumers

E-commerce
solutions for CMSdriven platforms

Pure Ecom in
over 120
languages

Quick turnarounds
on large volumes

Descriptions from only

£6

Pure Blog
Blog posts are an essential element of online marketing in the twenty-first century. This
format of brand media attracts visitors to websites via organic searches and social
channels. The regular posting of captivating blogs helps build a business, transforming a
nebulous commercial concept into a three-dimensional brand with a legitimate identity.
Inconsistent publication reduces the potential benefits of blogging as visitor expectation demands
fresh, provocative content upon each visit — yet meeting that demand can be challenging for
businesses.
Purecontent relieves the burden of researching topics and composing posts with our blogging
service. Our writers deliver engaging, addictive blog posts written to your stipulations. Whether you
have an existing blog you are struggling to keep updated or wish to start a brand-new feed, we have
the imagination and the means at our disposal to satisfy your needs.
Purecontent creators can match your tone of voice or write to a persona that you invent, stealing your
audience’s attention and ensuring they return to your site.
+

Take the hard work out of blogging

+

Consistently deliver engaging posts

+

Written to brief to ensure relevance

+

Tailored to match your business’ voice

Purecontent has an intuitive grasp of what’s needed to deliver results
for SEO or content-based goals. They are personable, flexible and easy
to work with as well as being absolutely reliable.

PURE
BLOG

Engaging posts
regularly published

Highly relevant,
targeted content

Drive sales through
relevant social ready
Content

Tailored to existing
tone of voice or
written to persona

Stimulate organic
searches and social
media sharing

Packages from only

£252

Pure News
Daily news postings to a website increase authority and improve visibility by providing sector
audiences with regular updates from an industry expert. This enriches the relevance and influence of
your brand and increases traffic.
Pure News provides a customised news feed applicable to your sector. Our content creation
establishes your site as a reliable news source, expanding the reach of your brand. With Pure News,
daily articles are unique to you and can be posted directly to your platform of choice.
News increases the volume of natural search traffic you receive, boosting your keyword ranking and
long tail search traffic as your catalogue of stories increases. In contrast, hosting a third-party news
feed has no momentum with search engines.
A customised news feed also generates valuable links for your online presence, with leading news
aggregators such as Google News and Bing News regularly feeding back to such streams. This can
lead to the rapid multiplication of visitors and website traffic figures when a story is linked to by highprofile publishers.
Failing to stay up-to-date with industry developments risks your brand fading into obsolescence.
+
+
+
+
+

Customised news feed relevant to your industry
Publication of unique daily articles
Increase online authority and improve visibility
Establish your brand as an industry expert and reliable news source
Increase natural search traffic volume

Our traffic over the last month is up almost 25% from
June when you took over our news feed - one article
actually pushes this up to almost 50%!

PURE
NEWS

Tailored news feeds

Unique articles
posted daily

Amplify your
website’s authority

Establish your brand
as a reliable news
source

Increase volume of
natural search traffic

Packages from only

£252

Pure Global
The domain of e-commerce has seen exponential expansion in recent years, conquering every
corner of the planet. As a result, many SMEs and major brands have readily adapted to become
global enterprises. Becoming established in foreign markets requires a strategy to give your brand
an authoritative, authentic voice and attract potential customers. This is where Pure Global comes in.
Content written by native speakers plays a vital part in establishing a website for foreign customers.
Available in 120 languages, Pure Global content is search engine optimised for your target market. Our
transcreation services inform readers and impel customers to purchase in your chosen language’s
bona fide vernacular. Our services augment a credible reputation in a new market, as audiences are
quick to realise whether the content has been produced specifically for them, or has been translated
from typescript generated in an alternate context.
We also provide text translation as part of our comprehensive content marketing package. Our
translators and writers ensure all pieces retain intent, tone and composition style, conveying the
same emotion, meaning and subtleties as the source, while ensuring your content is tailored to each
country’s culture.
Providing localised content is a key element of Purecontent’s services. Our Project Managers liaise
with our network of foreign language writers to deliver the best possible result.
+
+
+
+
+

Available in 120 languages
In Country native speakers compose content
Transcreation and translation services available
Search engine optimised in the language of your target demographic
Give your brand an authentic, authoritative voice in global markets

We have been very pleased with the work from Purecontent and will continue to put
additional content requests to them. The work received was prompt and exceeded
our expectations.

PURE
GLOBAL

Localised content in
120 languages

Expand the global
ambition of your
brand

Bolsters
authenticity in
global markets

Search engine optimised
for the language of your
target market

In Country native
speakers writing and
editing your copy

Global Copy from only

£18

Pure Infographics
Purecontent is well-versed in the composition of infographics. This format of visualised data
representation is a mixture of analysis, graphic design and concise descriptive writing.
Expertly-designed infographics communicate complex data and an enormous amount of
information through the intelligent use of graphics, graphs and text. They are an effective
and energetic form of shorthand that delivers concise information in an accessible and easily
understandable manner.
Pure Infographics are aesthetically appealing and easily absorbed by readers. This ensures
the retention of facts and figures, even when accompanied by eye-catching illustrations. The
readability, accessibility and attractiveness of Pure – Infographics prompts sharing on social
media channels. Our infographics drive customer engagement and SEO, drawing traffic to your
website.
Become fluent in the language of the digital age with Pure Infographics.
+
+
+
+
+

Ideal format for increasing brand awareness
High-quality infographics attract backlinks
Illustrate expert knowledge of a subject
Infographics form an essential part of overall marketing strategy
Social ready content that drives shares

The articles and then infographics that purecontent supplied us were great;
just what we wanted. Prompt delivery, on brief ensured we met a tight
deadline and had creative ready to publish with days to spare.

PURE
INFOGRAPHICS

Infographics
increase brand
awareness

Data driven content
forms a vital part of your
marketing strategy

Illustrate in-depth
knowledge of a subject
concisely

Socially engaging
content that drives
shares.

SEO content that
generates backlinks
improving ranking

Graphics from only

£400

Pure Outreach
Search engines conduct link analysis as they explore millions of pages of internet data. In the process,
sophisticated algorithms uncover the relations between website pages and the importance of content in
a ranking context. In essence, this is a digital popularity contest. Knowing how best to compete is a vital
element of SEO performance.
Search engines establish the popularity of individual websites by analysing links pointing to them. They
also assess trust, authority and spam. Trustworthy sites link to others that are respected, while sites
riddled with spam do not attract links from trusted sources and are regarded less favourably by SEO.
Generating high-quality connections through establishing links from authoritative websites is a difficult,
time-consuming process. Pure Outreach removes the effort through a program of optimisation. Our
team of Outreach experts can help you build the reputation of your brand in the digital neighbourhood.
Ensure that your site is discovered by inquisitive visitors.

+
+
+
+
+

Link building is crucial for achieving superior organic search rankings
Google ranks websites by assessing high-quality links to their pages
Content includes anchor text that search engines rank by relevance and incidence of searches
Links from trusted domains result in significant boost to trust scoring metric
Government, educational and not for profit sites are good examples of high-trust domains

Purecontent understand outreach like no other agency we have worked with. They
can deliver in multiple languages at scale. Even when dealing with large orders,
quality and process at the fore with confidentiality assured. A great service that
delivers some astounding results.

PURE
OUTREACH

Outreach is crucial
to boosting search
rankings

High quality
outreach. No
networks or spam

Footprint free
outreach at
volume

Metric driven plans
available in over 120
languages

Confidential service
that delivers real
results and ROI

Packages from only

£250

Pure Social
Social media engagement is fundamental in the digital age. Still, many businesses fail to recognise its
significance or potential. When wielded effectively, proactive social media posting entices volumes of
visitors to landing pages, attracting attention to your brand and driving sales.
Internet users expect major brands to have a strong social media presence. They spread the word about
favoured brands and products by sharing with their contacts on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and other
prominent channels. Successful social media usage supplements your SEO campaign and boosts
visibility to progressively improve the site’s ranking when accompanied by exceptional content.
Potential customers seek assistance and ask questions via social media, with businesses utilising the
platform to provide feedback about products and services. These interactions are incredibly valuable
for improving B2C relationships. Enrich customer service and feedback with the ingenious social media
strategies of Pure Social. Our social marketing and customer service campaigns affirm your presence
with existing customers and attract new ones to your site.
Social media management is time-consuming. Pure Social offers a solution by professionally managing
your social media campaign on a daily basis. Get people talking about what your business has to offer.

+
+
+
+
+

Business use of social media is an essential element of SEO
Drive targeted marketing campaigns to boost traffic
Social media increases brand recognition
Improve customer service and client interaction
Round the clock global coverage

Purecontent has provided us a reliable and scalable solution working across our
global presence in multiple languages. A first rate reliable service delivered 24
hours a day 365 days a year.

PURE
SOCIAL

Drive targeted
social traffic

Increase
responses times
and drive sales

Round the clock
global coverage

Content that engages
and builds your
audience

Help boost your
SEO efforts across
multiple channels

Packages from only

£300

UK OFFICE
Telephone: +44 (0)1263 889363
Email: sales@purecontent.com
US OFFICE
Telephone: +1 6468 591 132
Email: sales@purecontent.com

